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About This Content

A destination that needs no introduction, Innsbruck is one of the iconic airports of the world, with a jaw-dropping backdrop,
heart-stopping approaches and a location in the heart of Europe.

Orbx have created something truly unique with their first European destination for Aerofly. Within the scenery's extraordinary
2500km2 coverage area, explore the peaks and glaciers of the Austrian Alps, the picturesque Inn, Wipp and Stubai Valleys, the

historic Brenner Pass and even Germany's tallest mountain, Zugspitze.

Over a dozen towns and villages dot the Tyrolian landscape, and of course the city of Innsbruck has been created in immaculate
detail.

LOWI Innsbruck truly is the home for all flyers. Far more than just an airport!
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Title: Aerofly FS 2 - Orbx - Innsbruck Airport
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Orbx
Publisher:
IPACS
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64bit Versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Quad core CPU 3.0 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 4.5 compatible 3D graphic card with at least 2 GB of RAM

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,French
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aerofly fs 2 - orbx - innsbruck airport

how did this sh*t made it on the steam market?. I was so moved.... Fun game to play with friends and have a good laugh, there
are small things to address but the developer seems cool, oh and one small warning, the soundboard is made by the voice of the
dev, personally it cracked me up.. Surprisingly not terrible!. Okay so this game basically has a long way to come before it gets
any worth playing. It is very early to determine if this game should be charging money to be played as it is basically not a
complete or 1.0 version game.
Things the game lacks:
A proper introduction
A proper tutorial (when I mean proper I actually mean it)
Advice and prompts ingame to help progress (sometimes I have no clue of what to do)
Things like the drill and farm should have animations to prove they're working (i maybe didnt get them to work if thats the case
lol)

*incomplete and will be edited as I further understand the game*
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I found this game to be completely underwhelming. The store page could not possibly be more misleading about what you are
getting in this game. This is not a 4x game in the very least. It is space themed checkers. The only win condition in the game is
to control a majority number of the planets on the board. The default settings in game are that when you move to an unoccipied
planet, you capture it. Generally I will have won the game long before any combat has happened between myself and an enemy
faction. I feel completely ripped off by this game. It promised so much and delivered on almost nothing it says in the store page.
Please save your money for something worth it, like a lottery ticket.. A colorful with cute artworks point and click
puzzle/missing objects game. A nice escape.. I really dislike the mobile/kongregate version's IAP pattern so I'm happy to pay for
the game on steam and not have to pay anything extra. The game has good production values and is quite fun but also quite
simple but then again not quite as simple as you first think.. Idol Hands
Win10 64bit

Will not run more than a few frames per second. Community is dead.. Really really boring.. Was pleasantly surprised when I
saw this game in store. Oozing with charm and cuteness but don't let that fool you, the game is not a walk in the park by any
means. A cocktail of Enter the Gungeon, Nuclear Throne and Isaac and the result is Blazing Beaks.

Will update review once I have finished the game and done majority of the content. But for now it's a solid 9\/10 game.. It's a
very in-depth RPG. Good for AW and mostly SAO fans. Don't expect mind-blowing graphics or groundbreaking gameplay
(visuals are nice though). Performance is a consistent 60 FPS with an i5 4690 and an R9 290.

From the very beginning, was able to put Asuna and the other girls in swimsuit outfits. 10/10. Wouldn't ever buy it (got it with
deluxe) but it did let me jump straight into using Nero's red queen\/exceed
combos which did make it a-lot more fun in the earlier stages as I'd more varied combo options early on. However by mission 3
you should've earned around 50\/100k orbs so the fear mongering around this dlc that the in-game economy would be ruined is
unjustified but considering the current state of micro transaction abuse by numerous publishers I can understand the trepidation.

TLDR nice as part of the deluxe edition to buy skills early but don't go out and buy it separately there's really no need red orbs
are VERY plentiful if you never use them for instant respawns
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